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FINDING A PINZGAUER

By Mick Ford
It is always interesting to learn the fate of a fire appliance
after it’s retired from brigade service. One such machine was
discovered during a visit by staff of the Essex Fire Museum to
Newflame Fire Safety Specialists of Yaxley, Peterborough. In the
middle of their warehouse stood a magnificent 6x4 Pinzgauer
/ Saxon, registration J115 UPU. It became immediately
evident that this was an ex-Essex machine, one of eight such
appliances the brigade acquired between 1991 and 2008.
This particular Steyr Puch Pinzgauer Light Water Tender (LWrT)
was the second in the batch, arriving in 1992. It was sent to
Manningtree where it remained until joining the ‘spares fleet’,
before its disposal. From Manningtree it seems to have been
acquired by the MoD to cover the Shoeburyness ranges.
Newflame purchased it in March 2018 and had its engine rebuilt
and also replaced the headlights with far more efficient superbright LED units. A fresh coat of paint was also applied. Such was
the public interest in the vehicle, it was decided to “wrap” it to
show both arms of the company, i.e. its fire safety branch and
its security branch. The Pinzgauer is primarily used for dry riser
testing up and down the country, but the lads at Newflame never
ignore the opportunity to exhibit their magnificent machine to
the general public whenever the chance arises.

Museum Watch
Glasgow’s Riverside Museum
Nigel Churchman has supplied the following images of the
fire engines in Glasgow’s Riverside Museum.
These clearly demonstrate the difficulty of getting good
images of the fire engine exhibits.
This problem is common to a lot of museums. Certainly
space is always going to be an issue for those who arrange
exhibits, but where as some twenty to thirty years ago when
photography was less popular, with the prolification of cell
phones, with incredible picture quality, photograph has arrived
with the masses.
Perhaps a thought for museums to consider?

Dennis-Merryweather Turntable Ladder from Glasgow Fire Service.
Photographs: Nigel Churchman

The ‘iconic’ Leyland Firemaster in the museum

Bressingham Gardens and Steam Museum
In 1946 Alan Bloom arrived in Bressingham when he
purchased Bressingham Hall, an impressive ‘Gentleman’s Small
Estate’ set in 220 acres of grounds. He then embarked on
enlarging the farm and nursery. Over the years Alan created
one of the country’s outstanding gardens with the most
impressive flower bed, ponds and trees you will see anywhere,
and certainly a must to visit for those interested in gardening.
By 1961 the nursery business had by now grown to become
the largest nursery of its kind in Europe. Having achieved so
much, Alan turned his attention to his other passion – ‘steam’
and this was the start of the Steam Museum.
Bressingham now offers a superb steam museum with a
number of narrow gauge railways to ride on around the estate.
In January 1961, Alan collected his first traction engine, a
Burrell traction engine called ‘Bertha’. By the end of 1962,
Alan had collected 14 engines, representing all types of road
steam engines. 1965 - The Garden Railway. In 1965 the first
of the narrow-gauge railways was laid. Several different routes

Pinzgauer, J115 UPU, ‘film wrapped’ in Newflame’s livery. Photographs:
Mick Ford

Steyr Puch Pinzgauer Light Water Tender (LWrT), J115 UPU, when in
service with Essex County FRS. Photo: Kevin Wakefield
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were tried, eventually leading to the four railways which
remain in the gardens today.
‘Bressingham Steam Preservation’ was formed, in 1972, as a
Charitable Trust, with Alan Bloom as chairman. Development
has continued with the building of the museum to house
the many traction engines, the Royal Coaches and railway
memorabilia and the stationary engine display and the Fire
Museum which complements the other exhibits perfectly.

Alan’s achievements were recognised with the Award of
the Victoria Medal of Honour, the Veitch Memorial Medal by
the Royal Horticultural Society and an MBE. In 2005, having
devoted so much of his life to developing Bressingham Steam
and Gardens, Alan Bloom died at his beloved Bressingham
Hall, home for over 50 years, aged 98.
In 2011 the Collection reached its Golden Jubilee.

Wymondham Fire Brigade’s Dennis Trailer Pump and NFS style arc lamps.

Bressingham, situated on Low Road, Bressingham, Diss,
Norfolk, IP22 2AA, is open from the end of March until the
end of October, with Wednesdays to Sundays being ‘Steam
Days’. For full details visit: https://www.bressingham.co.uk


Left: Worthington & Simpson, of Newark and London, Portable Pump
Right: Merryweather & Jakeman’s Patent, two wheeled Steam Pump

Fire Scale

Modelling Correspondent Ralph Horton, 21 Hollybank
Grove, Hayley Green, Halesowen, West Midlands B63 1BT
Email fbsfirescale@gmail.com
All photographs by Ralph Horton unless stated
The release of new fire engine models has slowed of late.
Partners have been heard to say ’thanks be to God’!
The French partwork by Hachette, which features models
manufactured by IXO, continue to release new items monthly,
to date the range being up to model number 127 of a planned
140.
The problem with partworks, which are prolific in France,
is that the odd fire engine can be released, unknown to fire
model collectors, in another range, say one on ‘Citroen Utility
Vehicles’.
Also partworks appear under different company names, in
other countries. This has happened with the Hachette owned
part work company Salvat of Spain.
Salvat have recently released two 1/43rd scale fire vehicle
models in very nice presentation boxes, a Sides Sentinal 6 X
6 Airfield Rescue and Fire Fighting Vehicle, in the red livery
of AENA and an Iveco Magirus, Team Cab, Pump Rescue Fire
Engine in a Spanish livery. These items have been released in
the French partwork collection, but these are re-liveried, and
in the case of the Iveco, with added front winch, versions. I
think they are better quality to the French ones, which takes
some doing!
In the Salvat Pegaso Truck partwork a very unusual 1/43rd
scale ‘Chinese-six’ Pegaso 1183 / 70 fire engine has been
released. This is modelled on the actual vehicle that served
with the Spanish energy company ‘Endesa’.
Another Salvat part work release is a very well equipped
1946 Willy’s Jeep CJ2A 4 X 4 Fire Engine, also in 1/43rd scale.
Derikt Collections, another partwork company, have released
a 1/43rd scale Berliet GLC 4 X 4 Sides Military Crash Tender
(CRT) in their ‘French Military Vehicles’ range. It is finished in
army drab green. Unfortunately this range has been ceased,
too early for me, as they promised that a future release would
be a Saviem (MAN cab) 6 X 6 CRT.
Has plastic kit building made a return, or did it never go
away?


Left: Messer & Thorpe’s Patent Bucket Fire Extinguisher, sold by Shand
Mason...the instructions being - ‘In case of fire, remove cover & lift out
10 buckets full of water’. The extinguisher to the right is not an exhibit!
Right: As part of the many railway related displays is this collection of British
Rail (BR) fire equipment, including a BR leather and cork fire fighters helmet

In 2000 the official Dad’s Army Collection of original
memorabilia and items used in the BBC TV series joined the
museum, set in a perfectly re-created ‘ Walmington-on-Sea’
High Street. The series was largely filmed around Bressingham.
Part of the Dad’s Army collection is the Leyland Cub Pump
Escape used in ‘Brain Versus Brawn’, the tenth episode, of the
fifth series, of the BBC TV comedy, which was broadcast on 8th
December 1972. This episode attracted 18.5 million viewers!

The Leyland Cub Pump Escape, from Holland County Fire Brigade, used in
the Dad’s Army episode ‘Brain Versus Brawn’. All photographs Ralph Horton
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Trumpeter have released No 751074, 1/35th scale plastic
kit of the giant Russian MAZ 543 AA60, 8 X 8 Crash Tender
which boasts 720 parts, some photo-etched.
Italeri have released item No 03660, a 1/24th scale (185 mm
long when built) kit of a Land Rover Light Four-wheeled Pump
(L4P) in Cornwall County Fire Brigade’s livery. This retails at
£34.99.
When I finish my Airfix, grey, Ferguson tractor kit, bought
when I was 5 years old, I may have time to tackle one of these!
As always I sign off with ‘until next time, good collecting’.
Derikt Collections, 1/43rd scale Berliet GLC 4 X 4 Sides Military Crash
Tender (CRT)

In IXO’s own range, No TRF005, is this Iveo Magirus DLK2312, Turntable
Ladder, with rescue basket, in the white over red livery of Feuerwehr
Frankfurt a.m

Salvat’s 1/43rd scale Sides Sentinal 6 X 6 Airfield Rescue and Fire Fighting
Vehicle, in the red livery of AENA

Numbered TRF003, this 1/43rd scale Segrave Marauder II Pumper, in the
black over red livery of Streamwood Fire Department , Illinois, USA, is
another in IXO’s own range
The 1/43rd scale, Iveco Magirus, Team Cab, Pump Rescue Fire Engine
from Salvat. (See also Fire Cover 219, Fire Scale, page 9)

Appliance Room

Local Authority, Airport and Industrial Fire & Rescue
Services Fleet and Vehicle Manufacturer’s News
FBS Vehicle Recorder Simon Rowley, 14 Meadow Close,
Burley, Ringwood, Hampshire BH24 4EJ
Email fbsvehiclerecorder@gmail.com
The writer of this column apologies to members and
manufacturers that due to pressure of work, it has had to
be considerably curtailed with the promise of a ‘bumper’
contribution in Fire Cover 226.
In the meantime, Dorset and Wiltshire FRS have advised that
they will be receiving ten Scanias from Angloco next year with
six going to Wiltshire fire stations and four to Dorset stations.
Also in Dorset, Westbourne have now placed on the run
their Mercedes-Benz Econic / Rosenbauer / Metz 42 metres
ALP, WX68 FNP, the third ALP received by Dorset and Wiltshire
FRS from this manufacturer.
Staying with Rosenbauer, the first of the Staffordshire Volvo
FL AT pumps went operational in the summer with DX68 VHC,
VHE, VHF, at Longton, Cannock and Hanley respectively.
Cornwall have now registered six of their 15 MAN TGL12.250
/ Rosenbauer pumps as WK19 BXP, BXR and BXS, WK19 BZJ,
BXL and BLM.
Much more from Rosenbauer, Emergency One (UK), Angloco
and others next time.

Salvat partwork’s, very unusual, 1/43rd scale, ‘Chinese-six’ Pegaso 1183 /
70 fire engine that served with the Spanish energy company ‘Endesa’

Salvat’s 1946 Willy’s Jeep CJ2A 4 X 4, also in 1/43rd scale
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YESTERDAYS

Station History, Fleet History and Preserved Vehicles
FBS Heritage Officer Clive Shearman, 18 Dugard Way,
Droitwich Spa WR9 8UX
Email fbsyesterdays@gmail.com
STATION HISTORY
Mike Bunn sent this interesting feature on the former
Leamington Spa station in Adelaide Street. Station 1,
Leamington Spa, has always been the major town station in
the Warwick County Fire Brigade. Taken in autumn 1950, it
was forwarded to Mike, the author of the excellent ‘Fighting
Fire in Warwickshire’ which was published in 2018. The fleet
on show is (from L to R): newly-delivered Commer 21A/
Whitson WrT, KAC 208. Dennis/Meadows-Merryweather TTL,
GXA 81, refurbished from drab wartime grey it is seen in its
new lined-out red livery, two Austin-based vehicles a K2 ATV
and a K4 (probably Hose / LL), and finally the first appliance
delivered to the brigade in 1949, a Dennis F7 Pump Escape,
JAC 606. There were a large number of appliances on the
establishment of Station 1 at the time including Canteen van,
Salvage Tender, Utility vehicle and motor-cycle. WCFB took
over Adelaide Road station from the National Fire Service in
1948 and found it increasingly inadequate hence the move to
the current Warwick Street in 1962. See article below.

This image has been in my collection for ages and shows the former
Haddenham station in Townside, which when built was in the Aylesbury
RDC. In 1948 it became station 4 in the Buckinghamshire Fire Brigade
and ran wartime Fordson 7V MDU, which stayed in service until 1959
when it was replaced by Commer Q, 691 GKX, Wrt. In 1974 Haddenham
became B4 but the station has now moved to Stanbridge Road. Photo:
Pete Ashpool collection

FLEET HISTORY
The TTL with No Home! By Mike Bunn
It all started with the question: where do we station a
new TL? This was asked by Region No. 9 NFS officials when
considering cover needed in their part of the Midlands as both
60-foot TLs and 100-foot TL were being received from Messrs
Merryweather. Earlier versions had gone to London and big
cities but now it was the turn of smaller towns to receive a
new appliance, some would be required to cover not only the
home-based location but also a wide area of the country.
In Warwickshire, it was thought Rugby would be an ideal
location, not only to provide aerial cover for the town but,
being close to the centre of the country, access to other
principal towns and cities was, even in those days, relatively
easy. Rugby’s town centre fire station was in Chapel Street on a
restricted site, so no 100-foot ladder could be accommodated
in the yard, let alone in the station. It was decided to locate the
new TTL at a site some distance from the main fire station in
rented accommodation. When Leyland Beaver / Merryweather
TTL (GXA 63) arrived, it was used for training and put away.
Very little is recorded about any activity.
The NFS undertook a number of reviews after hostilities
ended in 1945, reducing quite drastically both appliance
numbers and crews. Around this time, probably in 1947,
NFS officials decided to remove Rugby’s TL and give up the
temporary station. It was decided to move it to Leamington
but on examination, that station could not accommodate such
a large appliance. Not only that, Leamington’s fire station also
had a cramped yard shared with the police and town mortuary
and access from Adelaide Road was through brick pillared
gates, likely to cause great difficulty manoeuvring a TTL with
considerable ladder overhang. Furthermore, the station bays
had earth floors, made damp by the nearby River Leam and
even subject to flooding at times.
23 Fire Force officers decided to relocate GXA 63 to
Kidderminster (Worcestershire), still part of their Fire Force
but now 40 miles distant to the west and probably an hour’s
journey time. Unofficially it was rumoured that this decision was
taken due to the shortfall of 100-foot TTLs in the country and if
such an appliance was required in Warwickshire ‘it could always
be called back to attend an incident’. If true, this was a very
odd statement as there were TTL’s nearer to the county (e.g.
Coventry, Birmingham) rather than call upon one so distant.
But this story was far from dead! At the time the TTL left,
county council officials were preparing themselves to become
a fire authority the next year. The row surrounding the fate of
Rugby’s TTL had reached the ears of the good and the great
of politics, both local and national and feeling the future
WCFB was being ‘short-changed’ by the NFS one ‘official’ is
quoted ‘ (they are) deliberately withdrawing a vital life-saving
appliance from our future area of responsibility before the
handover’. The NFS argument around shortages of 100-foot
TTLs was firmly demolished by one of its own Regional officers

Leamington Spa, Adelaide Road in 1950. Photo: courtesy Alan Griffin
collection

Ray Banyard sent me a cutting (28th March 2019) showing how
frustrating planning can be for all involved when one side turn up
un-prepared. This is what happened when a developer turned up
at a Bradford (Keighley & Shipley) Area planning panel meeting
and told the assembled councillors that they were looking at the
wrong documents. The meeting had to be cancelled, holding
up plans for the redevelopment of the Haworth fire station site
earmarked for a new Co-op Express supermarket, but once the
developer apologised, the plans were passed.

Following the successful winter visit to Dudley where we viewed the
appliances PRL and BRV, I thought this image from 1968, when the
county borough fire brigade was one of the country’s one station
fiefdoms, might be of interest. The former Tower Street complex, built
in 1941, was shared with the ambulance and police services and the
image also shows a Bedford EP run by the AFS, which was about to be
disbanded. The other vehicles are, left to right: a BMC LD ambulance,
Commer QX WrT ,OFD 999, Leyland Super Comet PE and AEC Mercury
TLP. Tower Street closed in 1999 and then moved to its present location
on the Dudley Road. Photo: C S Shearman collection
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stating that Worcester (15 miles distant from Kidderminster)
already operated such an appliance. By the time local MPs
were involved the NFS caved in, allowing the return of a TTL
to Warwickshire. However, in another twist to this saga, it was
not GXA 63 returning to Leamington just before April 1948,
but a Dennis transferred from Plymouth (GXA 81). The Dennis
lacked the luxury of a cab afforded by the Leyland Beaver – am
I being cynical or might the NFS, stunned by the response to its
original action, have manipulated this transfer deliberately?
Perhaps not or maybe?
The TL entered the WCFB fleet in wartime grey livery on 1st
April 1948 but, you guessed, there was nowhere to house
it! One of the very first decisions to be made by the new Fire
Brigade Committee in 1948 was to request a sum of money
to provide urgent alterations to Station 1. This included
constructing a concrete floor, altering the height and length
of one bay to accommodate the ladder length and erecting
new bay doors. The work was carried out within the budget
of £550 with councillors expressing satisfaction that they had
done battle with London ‘officialdom’ and won! Valued on
transfer by the NFS at £5,000 in 1948, GXA 81 gave valuable
service in various parts of the county until replaced by a
Commer TL and later an ERF Hydraulic Platform in 1968, by
which time the TTL had given 25 years service and probably
deserved retirement – and the crew shelter from the rain!

A.V. Roe, Woodford Aerodrome
When A.V Roe entered into the aviation industry in
1924, he opened Woodford, a small grass aerodrome near
Stockport, Cheshire, with several temporary hangars, to be
his manufacturing base, but by the late 1930s the aerodrome
was upgraded with the construction of concrete runways.
Increased factory space, particularly at the northern edge of
the aerodrome, next to Woodford village, was constructed to
allow vast expansion of aircraft production, which included
the iconic ‘Avro Lancaster’. After the war Avro continued to
be the operating name at Woodford but it had become a
subsidiary of the Hawker Siddeley Group. When the company
was absorbed into Hawker Siddeley Aviation in July 1963, the
Avro name passed into history.

This superb looking Ford V8 airfield tender was delivered with Kerr
bodywork to A.V Roe for use at the Cheshire works. It would have been
housed in the station featured below. Photo: C. S Shearman collection

In 1977, Woodford was taken over by British Aerospace,
then in 1999, the aerodrome and factory became known
as BAE.Systems, Woodford. Following the debacle over
the ‘Nimrod’ project, which was cancelled in the British
Government’s Strategic Defence Review due to cost overrun,
the site closed as an active airfield on 25 August 2011. The site
was purchased for £100m by the Bamford family and a new
housing estate called Woodford Garden Village now occupies
the site. The popular Avro Heritage Museum now operates out
of the old third fire station.

Leyland Beaver, Merryweather, GXA 63 seen in its NFS livery. Photo: Ron
Henderson collection

This image of a Borough of West Bromwich appliance was
sent by Roger Simpson via Mike Smith. Consequent to an
assistance for information message online the following has
come to light. Jill Tozer Wilkinson contacted me and supplied
the following information. ‘This is my grandfather on the right,
Charles Tozer, he looks about six years old so that would date
the image to about 1908. His elder brother William is on the
left. Their father was William Tozer who happened to be the
Chief of West Bromwich from 1900-1931. Seven generations
of the Tozer family have served in the Fire Service since 1834
and incredibly they are still serving, as Jill’s daughter currently
serves in Durham and Darlington Fire and Rescue as a Watch
Manager. The appliance, on checking my database and
seeking assistance from other historians, is a 1907 Thornycroft
conversion from a lorry. Also, it is on record as being the first
motorised appliance in Staffordshire. Any other information or
corrections will be gratefully received.

These three bays were built to house the fire appliances protecting
the A V Roe airfield and became the first of three fire stations that
protected the site over its lifetime. Photo: Roger Simpson collection

PRESERVED VEHICLES
Ralph Horton spotted CYY 270G, the Dennis F119, Simon
SS70, 70ft HP which was originally VLU 214G, operating out of
the Fire Service College at Moreton in Marsh, Gloucestershire
and then became an HP with Bedfordshire Fire Service
when one of their aerials was damaged in an RTA. Out of
service it was bought by local businessman Ron Wilks, who
still operates it with his company. Ralph photographed it on
farmland near the iconic former Blue Bird Toffee factory at
Hunnington, near Halesowen. The evidence of tree loping and
felling in the near vicinity suggests the current employment of
this vehicle. (Further reading about Harry Vincent’s Blue Bird
Toffee factory can be found at https://www.rhhs.org.uk/localhistory/bluebird.html). Images of CYY 270G can be found in
Fire Cover 197 and 209.

Borough of West Bromwich’s Tender in the rear of Thimblemill Street
station. Photo: Roger Simpson collection
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